
JĘZYK ANGIELSKI – ROZKŁAD MATERIAŁU 

WRZESIEŃ – GRUPY: Muchomorki, Słoneczka i Krasnoludki 

Piosenki: 

1.Little mouse (Happy Hearts Starter)  

Little mouse, funny little mouse 

Little hand, little feet 

Little mouse is very sweet 

Little mouse. 

 

2. Like me (Happy Hearts Starter) 

All stand up like me, me, me! 

All sit down like me, me, me! 

All clap your hands like me, me, me! 

All stamp your feet like me, me, me! 

 

3.Hello yellow (Happy Hearts Starter) 

Hello yellow, yellow for the sun, 

Hello yellow, yellow is fun. 

Hello blue, blue for the sky 

Hello blue, hello hi!  

 

4.The tractor song – Cheeky Monkey 1  (Zabawa ruchowa z piosenką, nauka kolorów) 

I’m driving the tractor  

Red red red- time to stop 

Yellow yellow yellow – time to wait 

Green green green – off we go! 

 

 



5. I see colours everywhere – Super Single Songs 

Blue! I see something blue.  

Blue! I see something blue. Blue, blue, blue, blue... 

 I see something blue. Find something blue! 

 Yellow! I see something yellow. Yellow! 

 I see something yellow. Yellow, yellow... 

 I see something yellow. Find something yellow!  

Red! I see something red. Red! I see something red. 

 Red, red, red, red... I see something red. 

 Find something red! Purple!  

I see something purple. Purple! I see something purple. 

 Purple, purple... I see something purple. Find something purple!  

Blue. Yellow. Red. Purple. 

 I see colors everywhere. 

 

6. I see colours everywhere – Super Single Songs 

Pink! I see something pink. Pink! I see something pink.  

Pink, pink, pink, pink... I see something pink. Find something pink!  

Orange! I see something orange. Orange! I see something orange.  

Orange, orange... I see something orange. Find something orange!  

Brown! I see something brown. Brown! I see something brown.  

Brown, brown, brown, brown... I see something brown. Find something brown!  

Green! I see something green. Green! I see something green.  

Green, green, green, green... I see something green. Find something green!  

Pink. Orange. Brown. Green.  

I see colors everywhere. 


